
At a glance

Location:

Job ID: HRC0706082

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 3-5 years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0706082
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Darana Andrade
Recruiter

Staff Specialist Finance Controlling (f/m/div)

Job description
Take the helm of financial digitalization at Infineon Finance External Wafer 
Manufacturing team, where your role as a Staff Specialist in Finance Controlling will 
redefine efficiency and strategic insight. As part of our visionary organization you will 
strengthen our global Finance team with strong business acumen, solid analytical skills 
and passionate drive for digitalization. Your exceptional communication skills will not 
just report figures but tell the compelling story behind them, driving Infineon's foundry 
strategy forward. Join us, where your vision will shape the future of finance.

In your new role, you will: 

Act as ,  and  EWM Finance Interface for Business Cases Make or Buy Analysis T otal 
Cost of Ownership to stakeholders in EWM and FOP

 and Consolidate EWM Forecast/Actuals management reporting

Create  and forward-looking analysis and scenarios drive meaningful results for 
Infineon foundry strategy

Drive  for the  activitiesreporting Next Level of Productivity

 -  and analyzing the savingsSetup Yield Controlling tracking & reporting of Yields

Coordinate and consolidate EWM L/TCR

, e.g. productivitySupport with KPI definition, tracking, and reporting

Proactively drive the development of used finance tools

Profile
As a Staff Specialist Finance Controlling, you recognize and seize the potential for 
improving efficiency with dedication and determination. Furthermore, you inspire 
others with your ideas and explain even complex issues clearly and convincingly. Lastly, 
you demonstrate strong communication skills and know how to establish lasting 
relationships and networks. 

You are best equipped for those tasks if you have: 

, , , or similar, with a  A degree in Business Informatics IT Economics f ocus on 
Finance & Controlling

 or related fields3-5 years of work experience in Finance & Controlling

Excellent communication and presentation skills

 (e.g. ) to extract and visualize Expertise in visualization tools Tableau, MS Office
data for presentation and dashboards

An analytical mindset

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


An analytical mindset

 skills and Fluent English German skills are a plus

Benefits

 Coaching, mentoring networking possibilities; Wide range of training Munich:
offers & planning of career development; International assignments; Different 
career paths: Project Management, Technical Ladder, Management & Individual 
Contributor; Flexible working conditions; Home office options; Part-time work 
possible (also during parental leave); Sabbatical; On-site creche and 
kindergarden with 220 spots, open until 5:30pm; Holiday child care; On-site 
social counselling and works doctor; Health promotion programs; On-site gym, 
jogging paths, beachvolleyball, tennis & soccer court; On-site canteen; Private 
insurance offers; Wage payment in case of sick leave; Corporate pension benefits; 
Flexible transition into retirement ; Performance bonus; Reduced price for public 
transport and very own S-Bahn station; Access for wheelchairs; Possibility to 
work remotely from abroad (EU)

Why Us
 Driving decarbonization and digitalization. Together.

Infineon designs, develops, manufactures, and markets a broad range of 
semiconductors and semiconductor-based solutions, focusing on key markets in the 
automotive, industrial, and consumer sectors. Its products range from standard 
components to special components for digital, analog, and mixed-signal applications 
to customer-specific solutions together with the appropriate software. 

The  organization (EWM) is responsible for end-to-end External Wafer Manufacturing
business and supplier relationship management with foundry partners. To ensure a 
resilient supply and timely technologies enablement, the organization unites 
commercial, technological and operational functions under one roof and oversees and 
steers all strategic and operational activities with foundries and test houses. 

We are on a journey to create the best Infineon for everyone. 
This means we embrace diversity and inclusion and welcome everyone for who they 
are. At Infineon, we offer a working environment characterized by trust, openness, 
respect and tolerance and are committed to give all applicants and employees equal 
opportunities. We base our recruiting decisions on the applicant´s experience and 
skills. 
We look forward to receiving your resume, even if you do not entirely meet all the 
requirements of the job posting. 
Please let your recruiter know if they need to pay special attention to something in 
order to enable your participation in the interview process. 

 for more information about Diversity & Inclusion at Infineon.Click here

https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/careers/diversity-and-inclusion/
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